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Dutch Heritage
Frame Quilt

by Pam & Nicky Lintott

We hope you enjoy our free downloadable pattern.  Don’t forget that all the fabric to make this quilt top plus 
binding are available now to purchase (whilst stocks last).   You can order online or phone us with your order.  
The kit contains fabrics we have used  from the Dutch Heritage fabric collection.   Optional rulers are not 
included. 
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Dutch Heritage
Frame Quilt

With the help of a gorgeous border print, this quilt can be made quickly and easily.  We 
have used two simple blocks for the quilt centre and the outer border, both made simply 
using half-square triangles.  Nothing complicated but the finished result looks stunning. 

We like to use the Multi-Size 45/90 when making half-square triangle units and our 
instructions are given for this method.   This means that we cut our strips only ½in larger 
than the finished size half-square triangle unit.  For this  quilt our half-square triangle units 
are finished size 3in so we cut our strips 3½in wide.  Please see the note below if you are 
not using the Multi-Size 45/90 to cut your half-square triangle units as you will need to cut 
your strips a different width – this is very important.

….And how about our lovely binding!  You know we hate to waste anything so when we saw 
we had the gorgeous brown border stripe left over (which just happened to measure 5in 
wide), we cut this into 2½in wide lengths and used it to bind our quilt. 

To increase the size of the quilt, for those wanting a larger quilt, all you need to do is add 
more borders.

Making the quilt without using a Creative Grids Multi-Size 45/90
If you do not have a Multi-Size 45/90 or other similar tool for cutting half-square triangle 
units from strips, you can still make this quilt very quickly and easily.  However, it is very 
important that you cut your strips 37/8in wide and not 3½in.  You then subcut the strips into 
squares of 37/8in and cut them in half diagonally to create the half-square triangles.  This will 
give you finished size half-square triangle units of 3in.

How to order your ruler:
You can phone the order line on the number below or 
alternatively you can order online by clicking here.  To 
make half-square triangles we recommend the Creative 
Grids Multi-Size 45/90 or the Creative Grids Flying 
Geese & 45/90 ruler.  You can use other speciality rulers 
but do make sure that you use the correct markings. 
Don’t forget - these rulers are great for a lot of our jelly 
roll patterns so they are a worthwhile purchase! 

Multi-Size 45/90 Flying Geese & 45/90
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• 13 assorted long quarters of Dutch reproduction fabrics
• 1m border print fabric
• binding made from brown strip from border print fabric
• Creative Grids Multi-Size 45/90 or Creative Grids Flying Geese & 45/90 or 

other speciality tool for making half-square triangles from strips (optional)

• Choose one red long quarter for the four corner squares for the inner border.
• Pair up the remaining twelve long quarters into six pairs of one light and one 

darker fabric.

Sorting the strips

Vital statistics
Size:   54in x 54in  
Block Size:  6in 
No. of Blocks:  57
Setting:    5 x 5 blocks surrounded by 6in inner border print and outer  
   border of thirty-two 6in blocks 

Dutch Heritage Frame Quilt

Requirements

1025 Red
2 x long ¼

1025 Tea
long ¼

1025 Mustard
long ¼

1025 Blue
long ¼

D1027 Red
long ¼

D1027 Cream
long ¼

D1027 Dk Brown
long ¼

DS1022 Mustard
long ¼

DS1022 Cream
long ¼

DS1022  Brown
long ¼

DS1022 Blue
long ¼

DS1022 Red
long ¼

DS1026 
1m

Fabrics used from the Dutch Heritage collection
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Red long quarter for corner squares:
Cut one 6½in wide strip across the width of the 
fabric and subcut into four 6½in squares.

Twelve remaining long quarters:
Cut two 3½in wide strips across the width of the 
fabric from each of the twelve remaining long 
quarters.  Keep the pairs of dark and light strips 
together.

Note: If you are cutting your half-square triangles 
without using the Multi-Size 45/90 or other 
speciality ruler, then these strips must be cut at 
37/8in.

Border fabric: 
Using scissors cut the border print fabric 
accurately between the red and the brown strips 
to create four cream border strips with red edging. 
Set the brown strips aside for the binding  The 
four border strips measure approx 7in wide and 
need to be trimmed to measure 6½in wide.  It is 
important to trim from both sides so the red edges 
remain of equal width.

Tip: The easiest way to do this is to fold the fabric 
lengthways in half and using the 3¼in mark on 
your quilting ruler trim to size.  When opened the 
border strip will then measure 6½in wide. 

Binding: 
Cut the three brown border print strips in half lengthways to create six binding strips 2½in x 39in.

Cutting instructions

cut
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Making the half-Square triangles 
Note: There is very little wastage so take care not to trim selvedges too much.

1. Working with one pair of dark and light 3½in 
strips at a time, press right sides together 
ensuring that they are exactly one on top of the 
other.  The pressing will help hold the two strips 
together.

2. Lay them out on a cutting mat and position the 
Multi-Size 45/90 as shown in the diagram, lining 
up the 3in mark at the bottom edge of the strips.
Trim the selvedge and cut the first triangle. 
You will notice that the cut out triangle has a flat 
top.  This would just have been a dog ear you 
needed to cut off – so it is saving you time! 

3. Rotate the Multi-Size 45/90 180º as shown and 
cut the next triangle.  Continue along the strip 
cutting twenty triangles.  This is tight so be careful 
not to trim the selvedges excessively. 

4. Sew along the diagonal of all twenty pairs of 
triangles to make twenty half-square triangle 
units.  Four half-square triangle units will make 
either one block A or one block B so keep the half-
square triangle units in sets of four. 

5. Trim the dog ears and press open. 

Tip:  The half-square triangles for the twenty-five
A blocks all need to be pressed towards the 
darker fabric so the seams nest together nicely.  
However, when making the thirty-two B blocks it 
is better to press two towards the dark fabric and 
two towards the light fabric.

6. Repeat with all twelve pairs of 3½in strips to 
make a total of 240 half-square triangle units.  You 
need 228 so twelve are spare.

 

3in line

3in line

Note:  If you are not using the Multi-Size 45/90 
follow point 1 using your 37/8in wide strips.  Then 
cut your strips into ten 37/8in squares.  Cut across 
the diagonal to create twenty pairs of triangles 
and continue on to point 4. 
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Making block A inner 
blocks - Broken Dishes

Making block B outer 
blocks - Square within a 
Square

7. Take a set of four half-square triangle units and 
sew two together as shown and press.  Repeat 
with the remaining two and press.  Rotate one 
set 180° and sew together, pinning at the seam 
intersection to ensure a perfect match.

9. Take a set of four half-square triangle units and 
sew two together as shown and press.  Repeat 
with the remaining two and press.  Rotate one 
set 180° and sew together, pinning at the seam 
intersection to ensure a perfect match.

8. Repeat with twenty-five sets of four half-square 
triangles to make twenty-five A blocks.

10. Repeat with thirty-two sets of four half-square 
triangles to make thirty-two B blocks.

make 25 A blocks make 32 B blocks
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Assembling the quilt
11. Lay out the twenty-five A blocks into five rows 
of five blocks.  When you are happy with the 
layout, sew the blocks into rows and then sew the 
rows together, pinning at every seam intersection 
to ensure a perfect match.  Press the seams of 
rows1, 3 and 5 to the right and the seams of rows
2 and 4 to the left so they nest together nicely 
when sewn together.

Your patchwork should now measure 30½in 
square.

12. Trim the four 6½in wide border print strips to
each measure 6½in x 30½in.

13. Pin and sew a 6½in border print strip to both 
sides of the patchwork, easing if necessary.  
Press as shown.

14. Sew a 6½in red square to both ends of two
border print strips.  Press as shown.

15. Pin and sew these strips to the top and bottom 
of the patchwork pinning at every seam 
intersection and easing where necessary.  Press.
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16. Sew seven assorted B blocks together 
as shown, pinning at every seam intersection and 
press.  Repeat to make two.

17. Sew nine assorted B blocks together using a 
brown block at each end and press.  Repeat to 
make two.

18. Sew the lengths of seven blocks to the sides 
of the quilt, pinning at every seam intersection and 
easing if necessary.  Press to the border strips.

19. Sew the lengths of nine blocks to the top 
and bottom of the quilt, pinning at every seam 
intersection and easing if necessary.  Press to the 
border strips.

 

 

 

Your quilt top is now complete.  Quilt as desired.  
Sew the six binding strips into a continuous length 
and bind to finish.
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stop ¼in
from the end

fold up at
45 degrees

fold down and 
stitch from the
edge to a ¼in
from the next

corner1

2

3

To bind your quilt, take your 2½in binding strips 
and sew into one continuous length.  Press in half 
lengthways wrong sides together.  Stitch to the 
right of the quilt and follow the instructions in the 
diagram below.  Once sewn then fold over to the 
back of the quilt and slip stitch to secure.

Our Dutch Heritage Frame quilt  measures 54in 
x 54in.  If you use a 108in wide backing fabric 
you would need a length of 62in (1.6m).  This 
gives you at least 4in extra all the way round the 
quilt top.  If you use a 44in wide backing fabric, 
you need two lengths of 62in (3.2m in total).  You 
would then sew the two lengths together to create 
the correct size backing.  

Backing your quilt Binding the quilt

Longarm Quilting
We longarm quilted our quilt on our Gammill 
Statler Stitcher.  We wanted a traditional quilting 
design and chose an elegant leaf pattern in a 
warm taupe thread which really complemented 
our quilt without it becoming too intrusive.

At The Quilt Room, we offer a professional 
longarm quilting service.  We have two 
computerised Gammill longarm machines with a 
vast library of patterns and choice of threads.  You 
can visit us at our studio or alternatively you can 
post your quilt top to us.  For further information 
please visit our website at www.quiltroom.co.uk

Our shop is situated in the old market town of 
Dorking, nestled in the valley of the North Downs, 
Surrey.  Our studio is set behind our shop this is 
where you will find our longarm machines, mail 
order and workshops.  You are very welcome to 
visit our shop and studio - we are open Monday 
- Saturday 9.30-17.00.  If you are coming as a 
group, then let us know in advance so we can put 
the kettle on!

Visit us


